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The MSW Program faculty members understand that it is not for us to determine whether or not a 
proposed new program is approved, but we do feel it appropriate to point out the new program’s 
possible impact on our existing program. It is in this spirit that we offer the following comments. 
 
1. The proposed purposes of the MA in Counseling program, as stated in the proposal, are already 

being accomplished by the MSW Program. 
 

…to educate students about best practices in mental health and human services and 
train students in the skills necessary to work with clients in a variety of settings, such as 
hospitals, social service agencies, residential treatment centers, community mental 
health centers, and other organizations” and to prepare graduates “…to enter the 
workforce in entry-level positions in counseling and social services.” (Item A, p. 2) 
 

This could be a description for an 
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other identities. However, the professional roles played by graduates of MSW programs and MA in 
Counseling programs are very similar in agencies and in private practice settings. Therefore, graduates 
of these programs compete for jobs. 
 
3. The fact that other universities offer both graduate degrees does not support an argument that 

Stockton should do the same. Stockton’
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These agencies and institutions are located throughout Southern New Jersey and surrounding areas. 
Current affiliation agreements are developed and maintained by social work field staff. In school 
settings, social workers are placed in child study teams but also in counseling positions. For example, 
New Jersey school social workers are not only members of the child study teams but are also members 
of the intervention and referral services to students. They are on the forefront of providing counseling 
as an evidence-based intervention, a significant contribution to student wellness. As the MSW Program 
has grown, it has encountered competition for internships from other MSW Programs in the area 
(especially Rutgers University, which has established an educational site in Mays Landing at the Atlantic-
Cape Community College but also from online programs). It most likely would come up against 
significant additional competition if a Masters in Counseling program were to be established at 
Stockton. Stockton’s undergraduate social work program has been building relationships with agencies 
and institutions within the Atlantic, Cumberland, Cape May, and surrounding counties since 1972, so 
social work field staff have comprehensive knowledge about internship placement opportunities. As it is, 
field staff scramble to find placements to meet the needs of the growing MSW Program. 
 
In addition to competition for internships, there would be competition for internship supervisors. It is 
interesting that, although the proposal claims that social work and counseling psychology are distinct 
professions, it states that licensed social workers can serve as internship supervisors for counseling 
psychology students (Item G, p. 9). Since a large number of licensed social workers would be engaged in 
supervising MSW students, they would likely not be available to also supervise students in the MA in 
Counseling program. 
 
Further justification for the need for this new program is presented: 
 

…online surveys were sent to 58 area social service agencies in nearby communities in 
May 2015. 15 agencies responded to the survey….(Item D, p. 5) 
 

This is a very low response rate. It appears that not enough conclusive information was collected to 
demonstrate that agencies see a need for this new program and would be able to provide the sufficient 
internship opportunities.  
 
5. Southern New Jersey may need more nationally licensed mental health practitioners who will be 

reimbursable under managed care, but the MSW Program is already preparing such practitioners. 
 
The proposal argues that counselors will be reimbursable under managed care: 
 

…The mental health market will continually require more nationally licensed mental 
health practitioners, such as master’s level mental health counselors, who will fit into the 
fee structures of the managed care system…. 
 

Licensed Clinical Social Workers (LCSWs) are also reimbursable by insurance companies in the managed 
care system. In fact, it has been estimated that nationwide 65% of mental health services are provided 
by clinical social workers (Scheffler & Kirby, 2003). Stockton University’s MSW Program is already 
preparing students to become mental health providers, since many of our graduates go on to obtain 
their LCSW. 
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6. An MA in Counseling Psychology program might seriously disrupt the supply of applicants for 
Stockton’s Traditional, 2-Year MSW Program. 

 
A large proportion of the students who are accepted into Stockton’s Traditional, 2-Year MSW Program 
have undergraduate degrees in psychology. It is uncertain how many of these students would choose to 
apply instead to a new MA in Counseling program. This, along with the probable competition for 
internships and internship supervisors, may pose the greatest threat to the MSW Program.  
 
7. The proposed MA in Counseling program is seeking to be one of the programs operating out of the 

new Atlantic City Campus. This plan may exacerbate competition between the two programs. 
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